AN EASY WAY TO TEST THE DILUTION ACCURACY OF THE GAS DIVIDER BETACAP60-3G
INTRODUCTION
The testing procedure we want to present is not conventional because it’s not traceable : after having read this presentation, everybody is free to get his own evaluation about the utility or less of this testing procedure, whose efficiency is moreover confirmed by the results.
The purpose of this test is to evaluate how much the capillaries installed in BetaCAP60-3G are complying with the
requirement of inducing flows linearly proportioned to the number of the involved capillaries.
The testing circuit is composed by the diluter to be
tested BetaCAP60-3G and a 5 ranges flow meter CAL60
not traceable but repeatable, whose accuracy in the
proportion of the lamination elements is not influencing the test accuracy.
The pressure across the pressure sensor PI is proportional to the flow exiting from the diluter and the different ranges are set by inserting in parallel different
capillaries groups producing an higher or lower pressure drop. When this test is not active, EVL0 is open to
OUT, where the gas analyzer to be qualified is receiving the diluted mixture.

GENERAL TEST INFORMATION
The test procedure is composed by 5 phases : in each phase the flow meter must measure the flow through the
same number of capillaries and uses one measuring range (one or more capillaries groups in CAL60 is activated).
Each phase is composed by two or three measuring steps and the results of each phase is used in the comparisons
required to perform the next. In each phase, it is assumed that the theoretical flows must be equal, because they are
crossing the same number of “theoretically equal” capillaries. In the calculating formulas, the theoretical measurements are replaced by the real measurements deducted by the real deviations, some of wich are known or calculated from the previous phase results and some are unknown and then are the solutions of the formula.
The measured flows through the left side capillaries groups (1 capillary, 2 capillaries …) will be named in the order a1,
a2, a4, a8, a15
The measured flows through the right side capillaries groups (1 capillary, 2 capillaries …) will be named in the order
b1, b2, b4, b8, b15
The measured flows through couples of equal number of capillaries (one group in left side and one group in right
side) will be named a1b1, a2b2, a4b4, a8b8, a15b15
The calculated ratio between the two measurements on individual groups is named R, then R1=a1/b1, R2=a2/b2,
R4=a4/b4, R8=a8/b8, R15=a15/b15

The testing procedure is evolving as follows :
PHASE 1
The flow measuring module CAL60 is activated (EVL0) and the 20 capillaries group is also activated (EVL1)
 Activating EV01, the flow a1 through the left side single capillary group is measured and assumed as the internal
reference : we already did explain why the absolute values are not influencing the dilution accuracy, then we
assume as null the relative deviation ɛa1=0
 Activating EV12 and EV06, b1 is measured and we calculate ɛb1 from the formula a1=b1*(1-ɛb1) and also the
ratio R1=a1/b1
PHASE 2
In the flow measuring module CAL60 is activated the 40 capillaries group (EVL2) replacing the 20 capillaries group
 activating EV02, the flow a2 through the left side 2 capillaries group is measured
 Activating EV12 and EV7, it’s measured the flow b2 through the right side 2 capillaries group
 Activating EV01, EV12 and EV06 it’s measured the flow a1b1 through the two single capillary groups in parallel
Before making the calculations it’s now important to clarify one point : now we need to apply the known errors ɛa1
and ɛb1 calculated in phase 1 to the measurement of a1b1, which is measured in the second phase, where the measuring circuit had been completely changed and the measuring range is about double than before, but the ratio is not
known. We may just be sure about the fact that the ratio between a1 and b1 didn’t change in the new measuring
scale and the proportions between a2, b2 and a1b1 (nearly equal flow each other) are measured correctly.
We may than produce two fictitious variables a’1 and b’1 which are equivalent to a1 and b1, but referred to the
measuring range of the phase 2 and calculate them from the relationships a’1+b’1=a1b1 and a’1/b’1=R1
Additionally we know that the relative deviations ɛa1 and ɛb1 calculated in phase 1 didn’t change changing the
measuring sensitivity in phase 2.
Solving the system of the two above relations we get : a’1=R1*a1b1/(1+R1) and b’1=a1b1/(1+R1) and then we may
apply to the measurement of a1b1 the absolute deviations of the two involved 1 capillary groups:
a1b1-a’1*ɛa1-b’1*ɛb1 = a1b1-[R1*a1b1*ɛa1/(1+R1)]-[a1b1*ɛb1/(1+R1)] = a2*(1-ɛa2) = b2*(1-ɛb2)
and calculate the relative deviation of the two groups with 2 capillaries each ɛa2 and ɛb2
Note : in this second phase the term a’1*ɛa1 is null, due to the assumption made before. We didn’t simplify it to get
a more general equation that is valid, just changing the indexes for the phase 3 and 4.
PHASE 3
In the flow measuring module CAL60 is activated the 80 capillaries group (EVL3) replacing the 40 capillaries group
 activating EV03, the flow a4 through the left side 4 capillaries group is measured
 Activating EV12 and EV8, it’s measured the flow b4 through the right side 4 capillaries group
 Activating EV02, EV12 and EV07 it’s measured the flow a2b2 through the two 2 capillaries groups in parallel
Calculations are very similar to Phase 2 : just the indexes do change and both ɛa4 and ɛb4 are calculated.
PHASE 4
In the flow measuring module CAL60 is activated the 160 capillaries group (EVL4) replacing the 80 capillaries group
 activating EV04, the flow a8 through the left side 8 capillaries group is measured
 Activating EV12 and EV9, it’s measured the flow b8 through the right side 8 capillaries group
 Activating EV03, EV12 and EV08 it’s measured the flow a4b4 through the two four capillaries groups in parallel
Calculations are very similar to Phase 2 : just the indexes do change and both ɛa8 and ɛb8 are calculated.
PHASE 5
In the flow measuring module CAL60 are activated 320 capillaries, by activating all 4 groups (20+40+80+160) trough
the solenoid valves EVL1+ELV2+ELV3+ELV4
 activating EV05, the flow a15 through the left side 15 capillaries group is measured
 Activating EV12 and EV10, it’s measured the flow b15 through the right side 15 capillaries group
 Activating EV04, EV12 and EV09 it’s measured the flow a8b8 through the two 8 capillaries groups in parallel
This calculation is slightly different from above, because we have to compare the flow through 2 x 8 capillaries to the
flow through 15 capillaries. Continuing to assume that the theoretical flow in each capillary is equal (basing on that
we calculate the deviations), we may state that the theoretical flow through 16 capillaries, multiplied by 15/16 is
equal to the theoretical flow through 15 capillaries, using the following formula :
[a8b8-R8*a8b8*ɛa8/(1+R8)-a8b8*ɛb8/(1+R8)]*15/16 = a15*(1-ɛa15) = b15*(1-ɛb15)
to calculate ɛa15 and ɛb15.

SOME EVALUATION
The test is done using just one gas or mixture applied to the input TG1 (whichever mixture may change the flow
measurements but must not change the calculated relative deviations).
Pressure control and the measuring circuit temperature must be stable in the time of one phase. Each phase is completely disconnected from the other and everything may change in the diluter or in the flow meter between the 5
test phases.
The pressure applied across the diluter capillaries is set high enough to measure in CAL60 the flows in the upper
third of the flow meter range (the measuring range is always nearly proportional to the flow to be measured) to have
always measurements with high relative resolution.
The flow meter linearity is not required in the phases 1 to 4, because the flow readings are very near one each other
(the difference is in the absolute deviations we want to calculate). Just in the phase 5 it must be measured two values which are different measuring 15 capillaries or 16 capillaries, but lamination elements with very low applied
pressure are intrinsically linear.
The measured pressures (we read them as a flow) are near to 50 hPa (80% of the pressure meter range) : in facts we
use in all the flow meter ranges, lamination elements with 20 times the number of the capillaries to be evaluated in
the diluter, then the measured pressure is about 20 times lower than the pressure applied to the diluter capillaries.
The test is handled automatically, started by a user request in two ways :

locally the user may change the set of the pressure applied to diluter capillaries, the stabilization time and the
averaging time of the flow measurements. When each phase ends, the user may read the flows average
value and the calculated relative errors value (he must take note of the results)

Remotely, by using a PC, the user may set the test parameters (eventually with more repetitions) which may
run in unattended way : at the end a series of printable reports are available, including the calculation of the
repeatability (in case of test repetitions), which is a good quality index for the results.
NOTE :
In this presentation it’s repeatedly used the term “measurements” or equivalent terms : this was done for using a
simple and easily understood language, but it’s not correct if we don’t refer to traceable meters and measurements,
as it is this case.
We have already a good list of tests applied to different units BetaCAP60-3G : the results are confirming our previsions.
Unfortunately we don’t expect a similar method may be accepted in the official metrology environment,
then we suggest using it just for limited purposes. Some example :
A) for testing and correcting the dilution accuracy in a not accredited environment (i.e.: developing analyzers and
sensors or testing them in the factory or testing analyzers to be used in the research field.....)
B) as a support for the decision about when it’s time to renew the metrological certification : a clear norm stating
this frequency is not existing and keeping longer the interval between certifications is a good advantage in reducing the certification costs and increasing the availability of the diluter
C) In case of repeated bad linearity testing results it may give an answer to the question : the problem is in the diluter or in the analyzer ?
The most important point is that the measuring device uncertainty (which is total) don’t affects the test results,
which are just affected by the repeatability (of diluter and flow meter) and in a minimal part by the linearity in a very
small around (reading 15 capillaries flow....reading 16 capillaries flow) of the flow range during the test phase 5.
Also the thermal drift has very low influence, because each phase (just two or three measuring steps) is handled in a
short time (about 5...10 minutes, many of which are used to stabilize the 2 or 3 flow readings).
When known, the “dilution errors” may be corrected (this is the main test purpose) : the correction may be applied
using the results of a metrological traceable test or using the results of the test procedure we did describe here.
In both cases the test results allow calculating the real dilution and the “target dilution” is then set in a way that :
Target dilution = wanted dilution / real dilution. The type of correction is selected by the user in the BetaCAP60-3G
menu and is performed automatically according to one of the test results tables (metrological results table and selfreferred results table) which are stored in the diluter memory.

